In a complex system which operates over a wide range of conditions, a single noise signature would probably not be able to characterize all normal situations. Under these circumstances, the operating conditions for which there is significant variation in the signatures must be identified. These imposed operating conditions must be described by a set of discrete ranges during which the noise signature experiences only statistical variations. The noise signatures for each of these operational ranges are placed into separate data classes.
The surveillance algorithm identifies normal regions corresponding to each data class from the statistical description formed while observing normal operation of the reactor. The statistical description of a data class, w., is based upon the mean vector, v^, and a covariance matrix, C fc , calculated from a population sample. A hyperellipsoid constructed using these sample statistics is given by
where the value of the constant, G, determines the volume enclosed. v '
The hyperellipsoid corresponding to each data class acts as a partitioning surface and encloses the normal space for that class. 
